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About This Game

You may think you know your limits – what evils you might be willing to commit to save yourself.
Are you ready to find out what you are capable of? Are you brave enough to face the darkness in your soul?

Not only are the old stories true, but the things that crawl in the shadows are more wretched than you could have ever imagined.

The whispers of the northern woods pick at your sanity. Your fingers tremble as you light your final match, body shivering from
dread. Do you sense them hunting for you? Can you feel them hunger for your last breath?

You can feel his eyes on you, sitting at the water's edge, watching as he plays his infernal violin…

When you cross the line and enter that unforgiving place, what will you do to save yourself?
Can you even be saved?

All the stories being told to scare children are actually true. The Swedish folklore is real and it's coming for you!
Unforgiving - A Northern Hymn is a first person horror game heavily inspired by Swedish folklore and the Nordic mythology to

create the nightmares that's been haunting Swedish children for many generations.

Featuring:
- Traditional Swedish environments filled with some of the most famous creatures from Swedish folklore.

- Intelligent AI choosing its own paths instead of patrolling on the same routes over and over.
- 4K support.

- Joy for explorers with open world areas and plenty to discover and inspect.
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Be warned!
This game contains gore, violence, nudity and strong language! Hope you enjoy!
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Publisher:
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English,French,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Russian,Swedish,German,Polish,Thai,Japanese
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This game..... damn this game and it's jump scares. A really good short game and gets you jumping most of the time. A lot of
crazy stuff happens during your gameplay and it works well together.. I would definitely recommend this game! Nice story, and
also good atmosphere! The game got me some times, so I can tell the jumpscares are very good. I would recommend bying it
when its on sale ( I got 90% off).

> So all in all a good and short horror game, with a nice atmosphere and a good storyline.. I love me some swamps and trolls. I
always found them bogs mesmerizing, bumped into these while being a little bit lost in the forest with my friend a couple of
times. That\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s even creepier in real life, even during daytime and without them
monsters. But, sadly, even a swamp can't salvage this gameplay, which exhausted me in less than an hour.
Basically, you tediously run around collecting stuff to move the plot, sometimes things happen, just like in that slenderman
trash. The things themselves are okay, Swedish folklore is much better than them spooky urban memes, and the price is real
low, but none of it could justify the slog to me.. Well,i just completed the game and it feels like i watched the good
movie,sounds are great they just forcing you to look around and be warned. Over all 9\/10
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Soundtrack and Art Book available!:
Good news for fans of the Soundtrack and for the ones curious about the stories and art of Unforgiving - A Northern
Hymn!

Due to popular demand we’ve made the complete soundtrack (including the Näcken theme) available together with a digital
artbook for purchase here:

Soundtrack + Artbook Steam Page

The soundtrack comes in high quality format and easy to carry format (Flac and Mp3)!

The digital, high resolution Art Book contains exclusive images of all our creatures together with the stories that was the
foundation for Unforgiving - A Northern Hymn!
 The Art Book will only be available in English

By purchasing this DLC you’re also supporting Angry Demon Studio, a very small indie-studio in the venture of creating new
and terrifying games. We really appreciate all the support we can get! 

We have also hired new translators for German and Japanese subtitles since the ones we hired before delivered sub-par sub-
titling. These new subtitles should be publicly available next week around 8/2 - 18 . First patch, 1.0.7:
We have been watching a ton of playthroughs of the game and we’ve been squashing bugs and fixing gameplay problems as fast
as we can.

Fixes for version 1.0.7

- Thai subtitles are now working
- Changed some things in the first puzzle in the swamp
- Fixed duplication of inventory items.
- Fixed problem where “ghast” (monsters in the mines) get stuck.
- Removed toggle fullscreen with F11 and alt + enter (it had some issues)
- Shorter transport time on raft and in zipline cage
- Fixed some weird twitching of Lukas
- Fixed sound effects not stopping after troll chase
- General gameplay improvements. Smaller delay:
Hello everyone!
We are sad to announce that the game will be delayed about 36 hours because of technical issues.
We know a lot of you have been looking forward to be able to play it today but we hope you can wait just a little bit more.
You will be able to get it soon and we hope you are excited about the release sale that the game will have the first week here on
Steam.
// Angry Demon Studio. Join our Discord:
Hello everyone!
Just wanted to let everyone know that we have a Discord running!
Angry Demon Studio Discord [discord.gg]
Join us and other players and talk horror, discuss Unforgiving - ANH, chat with us developers, get frequent updates, compete
for prizes and get some sneak peaks on our new project!
Hope we see you there soon!
// Angry Demon Studio. Version 1.2 live!:
Hello everyone!
We have patched Unforgiving - A Northern Hymn… And it’s a big one this time!

English speech added as an option
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Possibility for black bars to maintain aspect ratio when using other ratios than 16:9

Improvements in UI

Environmental improvements for navigational purposes

Full paus-function during gameplay.

Puzzle design enhanced

Huldra AI-behavior altered

Italian, English and Swedish subs corrected

Minor event-correction and clarification

Minor menu updates

We hope players will enjoy these updates!

Take care // Angry Demon Studio
. Apsulov: End of Gods - August 2019:
The release date for our new game Apsulov: End of Gods has finally been set! Check out the new trailer and screenshots on the 
Apsulov Steam Page!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/960980/Apsulov_End_of_Gods/
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